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A subtitle that defines me

ACE

Ace in popular culture is defined as someone who is capable of doing a bunch of different things and doing them well. I am not a big fan of labels or moulds so I want to be someone who can never be reduced to one thing.
1 thing I am proud of

**Being creative despite anxiety**

My anxiety is as much part of every decision of my life as the intent so I feel most proud of letting creative pursuits keep me strong and hopeful. Despite how exhausting anxiety can make your daily functions, making and creating things is what kept me hopeful.
My greatest hobby - Writing
Fiction is better than reality

My favourite dish - Varan Bhaat

My favourite destination - Anywhere with a beach

My favourite movie/show - Portrait Of A Lady On Fire/ Cha Cha Real Smooth

My favourite music -
Genre - Indie, Pop
Artists - Taylor Swift, Phoebe Bridgers, Mamamoo, Hwasa
7 life dimensions

- Career
- Friends & family
- Health
- Personal Growth
- Spirituality
- Creative Outlets
- Social Causes

Legend:
- Green dot - I’m crushing it
- Yellow dot – I need to work on this a little
- Red dot – I need to work on this a lot
- Blue dot – this is not a priority for me right now
My learning style

*Assimilator*

2 strengths:
- Learning on the go
- Can figure things out on my own

1 opportunity:
- Learning about more design principles and gaining more experience

Buddy:
- Sumit